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Abstract
Objective: To critically review the literature concerning the accuracy of self-reported health
behaviours and risk factors relating to cancer and cardiovascular disease among the general
population.
Method: A literature search was conducted on three major health research databases: Medline,
Healthplan and Psychlit. The bibliographies of located articles were also checked for additional
relevant references. Studies meeting the following five inclusion criteria were included in the review:
• They were investigating the accuracy of self-report among the general population, as opposed to
among clinical populations.
• They employed an adequate and appropriate gold standard.
• At least 70% of respondents consented to validation, where validation imposed minimal demands
on the respondent; 60% consent to validation was considered acceptable where validation
imposed a greater burden.
• They had a sample size capable of estimating sensitivity and specificity rates with 95%
confidence intervals of width 10%.
• The time lag between collection of the self-report and validation data for physical measures did
not exceed one month.
Results: 24 of 66 identified studies met all the inclusion criteria described above. In the vast
majority, self-report data consistently underestimated the proportion of individuals considered “atrisk”. Similarly, community prevalences of risk factors were considerably higher according to gold
standard data sources than they were according to self-report data.
Conclusions:

This review casts serious doubts on the wisdom of relying exclusively on self-

reported health information. It suggests that caution should be exercised both when trying to identify
“at-risk” individuals and when estimating the prevalence of risk factors among the general population.
The review also suggests a number of ways in which the accuracy of individuals’ self-reported health
information can be maximised.
Keywords: self-report, accuracy, validation, cancer, cardiovascular disease, risk assessment.
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Introduction
In the field of health promotion, we need to assess both individuals' and populations' health risk
status for a variety of risk factors and behaviours. Reliable, valid and appropriate measures are
prerequisites to any descriptive research or intervention assessment1. Without appropriate
measures, it is impossible to accurately assess the prevalence of a target behaviour, to identify
and describe the characteristics of those individuals at greater risk or to assess the efficacy of
interventions aimed at reducing risk factors.

Self-report is one of the easiest, cheapest and most widely used methods of collecting data about
individuals' health and risk factor status2-6. Many health studies use self-reported data to assess
the prevalence of given risk factors (eg: smoking, lack of exercise, etc) or health behaviours (eg:
having Pap tests, wearing sunscreen, etc) in the community or to evaluate the success or failure
of health promotion interventions. For example, a MEDLINE7 search of 1997 alone, located 31
studies which reported rates of Pap testing: 22 (71%) described the prevalence or predictors of
screening8-29; 10 (32%) assessed the effectiveness of interventions to increase screening
rates26;29-37; and one (3%) assessed the accuracy of self-reported screening rates38. Excluding
the one validation study, 19 studies (63%) used self-report as the screening outcome measure,
highlighting that almost two thirds of current research into the prevalence and predictors of pap
testing and the effectiveness of interventions to increase Pap testing rates rely on self-report data
8-22;25;28-30.

As Pap testing is a health behaviour with clear recommendations, where alternative, objective
measures exist, in the form of health insurance records, and where questions about the accuracy
of self-report have been raised for a number of years, the authors consider it likely that at least a
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similar degree of reliance on self-report data is likely to be found in the literature investigating
many other health risk factors and behaviours. With such a reliance on self-reported health data,
it is imperative that these data are assessed to be valid and reliable measures.

In order for such prevalence estimates and outcome measures to be useful, the self-report items
must provide an accurate measurement of that which they are supposed to be measuring.
Inaccurate self-report could lead to underestimation or overestimation of the prevalence of risk
factors or health behaviours in the community or to the misclassification of risk status at the
individual level, which could obscure causal relationships between risk factors and subsequent
disease.

Of the pap testing studies mentioned above, the validation study found that self-reported
screening prevalence did not accurately reflect the prevalence obtained from pathology records38.
These findings are consistent with those of earlier studies investigating the accuracy of selfreported pap testing history39;40. Serious questions were raised about the accuracy of selfreported health data nearly 30 years ago41-43. Despite such doubts about self-report accuracy, of
the 19 prevalence and intervention studies published in 1997, that employed self-reported pap
testing as an outcome measure: nine (47%) did not raise the issue of self-report accuracy at
all10;18-22;25;29;30; one (5%) raised the issue, attempted no validation but assumed it was sufficiently
accurate16; eight (42%) raised the issue and accepted it as a limitation but did not discuss to what
extent it may have affected the results8;9;11;13-15;17;28; and one (5%) validated the self-report of
respondents against their health billing records, finding that many women had overestimated their
pap screening frequency12.
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The potential consequences of this avoidance of the issue of self-report accuracy are significant.
Previous validation studies have indicated that approximately 45%-65% of women inadequately
screened for cervical cancer are not identified by self-report3;39;40. These studies have also found
that only 70%-78% of self-report claims of being adequately screened could be verified.
Assuming similar inaccuracy rates in the pap testing studies described above, it would seem
likely that any conclusions drawn about the prevalence of pap testing, the predictors of being
adequately screened or the effectiveness of interventions to increase screening rates should be
treated with a high degree of scepticism.

Why Conduct a Review of this Literature?
The failure of these studies to adequately address the issue of self-report accuracy could be
partly due to the fact that many studies have investigated the accuracy of self-reported health
information and drawn varying conclusions, depending on the behaviour being investigated, the
quality of the methodology employed to investigate them and the "gold standard" against which
the self-report was compared. Whatever the explanation, it is of concern that an extensive body
of literature regarding the accuracy of self-reported health data is seldom addressed in the
subsequent descriptive and intervention-based research. Therefore, the authors considered that
conducting a critical review which attempted to establish some consensus from the literature in
this area would serve to emphasise the importance of considering accuracy issues when
conducting health research using self-report data. As secondary aims, this review also explores
the characteristics found to be predictive of increased accuracy of self-report and of consenting to
have one’s self-report validated.
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Review Methodology
Search Strategy
This paper represents an extensive review of data-based studies, published between 1983 and
1997 which investigated the accuracy of self-report of health risk, preventive, screening or early
detection behaviours for cancer and cardiovascular disease in the general population. These
diseases were selected as they are responsible for approximately three quarters of all deaths44,45;
they represent major target areas for current health promotion initiatives46,45; and because
individuals' health risk and screening status for these diseases are frequently measured in selfreport surveys.

Only studies assessing the accuracy of self-report among general, as opposed to clinical,
populations were included in this review. It was considered likely that clinical populations, who
are usually receiving some form of intervention aimed at changing the behaviour being studied,
may feel more compelled to respond in socially desirable ways47-49 and we wished to estimate the
maximum accuracy of self-reported health behaviours in community surveys.

The literature search, which was limited to data-based studies published in English, was
conducted on three major health research databases: MEDLINE, HealthPLAN and PsychLit.
Additional relevant studies were identified from the bibliographies of studies located during the
literature search, in an iterative fashion, until no new references were being identified.

This process located 66 studies which had investigated the accuracy of self-report of a variety of
cancer and cardiovascular risk factors and screening behaviours, namely: height, weight and
body mass index4;50-66; alcohol intake67-71; smoking status4;60;72-81; physical activity level2;82-85;
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blood

pressure

and

hypertension4;60;86-91;

diabetes4;60;88;

cholesterol

level

and

hypercholesterolemia4;60;88; nevi92;93; diet94; Pap testing3;39;40;95-101; mammograms3;86;98;100-105;
clinical breast examinations3;98; sigmoidoscopies3;98; faecal occult blood tests3;98; digital rectal
examinations3;86;98; gastric photofluorographs for stomach cancer106; and family history of cancer
and coronary heart disease107-110.

Critical Review Process
To ensure confidence in the conclusions of any systematic literature review, it is necessary to set
a priori criteria for assessing the internal validity of the individual studies potentially available for
inclusion in the review111;112. Threats to internal validity in the studies contributing to this review
could have lead to the formulation of erroneous conclusions about the accuracy of self-report.
Therefore, to maximise the validity of our conclusions only studies meeting the following four
minimal inclusion criteria were included in this review.

First, the study should have employed an adequate gold standard. For the purpose of this
review, an adequate gold standard was one which: validly and reliably assessed the behaviour of
interest; allowed categorisation of individuals into "at risk" and "not at risk" groups; and was
appropriate to the self-report question being validated. For example, as cotinine levels can be
used to detect smoking in only the last four days, it would not have been acceptable to say that a
low cotinine level confirmed that a person had abstained from smoking for six months. Table 1
shows the gold standards employed in the studies located, indicating which were considered to
be acceptable and unacceptable. Thiocyanate was considered to be an unacceptable gold
standard for assessing smoking status as levels can be contaminated by a number of dietary and
other sources113-115 and the differences in levels between smokers and non-smokers is much
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smaller than with other biochemical markers, making misclassification more likely116;117.
Physicians' records were considered an unacceptable gold standard for assessing screening
status and family histories as the accuracy of such records is doubtful118. Structured interview
was considered unacceptable for assessing alcohol intake as it is still a subjective measure and
vulnerable to reporting error. Similarly, the Harvard Alumni Activity Scale, another subjective
measure, was considered unacceptable for assessing physical activity. In addition, prospective
diaries were considered unacceptable gold standards for assessing physical activity or diet as
they are likely to lead to reactivity, whereby, the subject feels obliged to behave in more
“compliant” ways than they would otherwise. Pool attendance records were also considered
unacceptable due to insufficient information about their accuracy. It should be pointed out that
those gold standards considered acceptable are not necessarily without limitations: they were
merely considered adequate according to the above criteria.
Insert Table 1 about here

Second, the proportion of respondents consenting to validation should have been at least 70%
where minimal effort was required from the respondent or at least 60% where validation placed
greater demands on the respondent, such as where it formed part of a detailed and timeconsuming physical examination which required the respondent to travel to a testing centre. High
consent to validation is important since a potential reason for non-consent may be the individual's
knowledge that the self-reported response was inaccurate. Indeed, some smoking cessation
validation studies assume that self-reported quitters not consenting to validation are actually still
smoking and include them in their analyses as such119;120. However, given the comparatively low
demand characteristics inherent in the community survey, such an assumption was not made in
this review. The lower consent to validation rates were considered acceptable where validation
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imposed a greater burden on the respondent as it was considered likely that a larger proportion of
the non-consenters would have refused due to the additional burden imposed rather than due to
the knowledge that their self-report was inaccurate.

Third, the sample size employed in the study should have allowed the estimation of sensitivity
and specificity at a 95% confidence interval of width ± 10%. The sample size necessary for this
degree of precision is dependent on the sensitivity and specificity estimates. The required
sample size can be calculated using the following formula where N = the required sample size,
SE = the sensitivity estimate, SP = the specificity estimate and u = the width of the confidence
interval121.
N = 1.962 * SE * (1 - SE) + 1.962 * SP * (1 - SP)
u2
u2

Given the worst case scenario, where both sensitivity and specificity are 50%, a sample size of
192 would be required to estimate sensitivity and specificity at a 95% confidence interval of width
± 10%. Therefore, only studies with at least 192 subjects were included in this review. Studies
with larger sample sizes or with higher or lower sensitivity and specificity estimates would permit
more accurate estimation of sensitivity and specificity.

Fourth, the time between self-report and validation of physical measures, such as smoking status
and weight, should not exceed an average of one month as the likelihood of a respondent's
status having changed increases as the time between self-report and validation increases,
leading to inaccurate conclusions about the accuracy of self-report.
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Table 2 shows how the 66 studies located performed on each of the inclusion criteria described
above and which studies were ultimately included in the next stage of this review.
Insert Table 2 about here

Of the 66 studies reviewed, 25 (38%) used inadequate gold standards2;62;65;68-72;74;82-85;90;9497;100;101;105;107-110;

18 (27%) had inadequate consent rates to validation61;83;87 or did not report the

consent rate to validation52;53;66;70-72;79-81;85;91;96;107;108;110; 19 (29%) employed sample sizes
incapable of estimating sensitivity and specificity at a 95% confidence interval of width ±
10%39;57;62;64;66;67;71;78;80;83;90;93;95;96;105;107-110; and 12 (29%) of the 42 studies involving physical
measurements allowed more than one month between self-report and validation56;57;61;66;83;92;94 or
did not report the time lag from self-report to validation52;62;68;72;91.

Only 24 (36%) studies3;4;40;50;51;54;55;58-60;63;73;75-77;86;88;89;98;99;102-104;106 met all of the relevant
inclusion criteria and were included in the next stage of the review. The failure of more than half
the studies to meet or even address these minimal criteria suggests a need for a more standard
way of investigating and reporting this type of data. Even with the studies which reported the
information required for the inclusion criteria, it was often necessary to refer back to one or more
previous publications in order to gather the required information.

Of particular concern was the application of inappropriate gold standards in over a third of the
studies located. This is a cause for concern as the use of inappropriate gold standards can lead
only to erroneous conclusions about the accuracy of self-report and, therefore, provides no
beneficial knowledge to researchers.

For example, a number of studies investigating the

accuracy of self-reported cancer screening employed physicians' records as the gold
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standard90;100;101. As the accuracy of physicians' records is questionable, especially in relation to
normative, minor events118, it would be impossible to know what proportion of any discrepancy
between self-report and physicians' records to attribute to inaccurate self-report, as opposed to
inaccurate recording in the physicians’ records.

The lack of adequate gold standards in many areas, especially in the assessment of dietary
intake and physical activity level, makes it difficult for researchers wishing to explore the accuracy
of self-reported information. A number of gold standards have been suggested in these areas,
such as the doubly-labelled water method for measuring total energy expenditure, which has
been developed and extensively tested on small animals by Lifson et al122;123. However, the
testing of this and other energy expenditure assessment methods on humans has largely been
restricted to studies involving only a handful of self-selected subjects who are often studied under
controlled laboratory conditions and further work is required if such methods are to become
acceptable gold standards when assessing energy intake and expenditure among the general
population.

Review Results
The Accuracy of Individuals' Risk Factor Status Derived from Self-Report
The next stage was to review the accuracy of individuals' self-report found in these studies. Selfreport data can be used in two ways: to establish an individual's risk factor status or to establish
the prevalence of a given risk factor in the community. One of the problems with the literature in
this area is that a number of different statistical methods have been employed when reporting on
the accuracy of self-report. Some of these methods can lead to erroneous conclusions about the
accuracy of self-report. For example, some studies reported a kappa statistic which indicates the
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degree of agreement between two sources of data124. However, a "good" degree of agreement in
a kappa statistic does not necessarily translate to high sensitivity and specificity and it gives little
information about where the disagreement lies. Therefore, in order to allow for easier comparison
between the studies, in this review, individual accuracy was assessed in a number of ways. Each
of these methods is described below, accompanied by an example analysis and interpretation
based on the hypothetical data included in Figure 1.
Insert Figure 1 about here

1) Sensitivity [a (a+c)] represents the proportion of true positives125 - in the example, sensitivity
= 98%, meaning that 98% of the women who had truly had a pap test correctly self-reported
their screening status.
2) Specificity [d (b+d)] represents the proportion of true negatives125 - in the example,
specificity = 45%, meaning that 45% of the women who had truly not had a pap test correctly
self-reported their screening status.
3) Positive predictive value (PPV) [a (a+b)] represents the proportion of false positives125 - in
the example, PPV = 72%, meaning that 72% of the women who self-reported having had a
pap test correctly reported their screening status.
4) Negative predictive value (NPV) [d (c+d)] represents the proportion of false negatives125 - in
the example, NPV = 93%, meaning that 93% of the women who self-reported not having had
a pap test correctly reported their screening status.
5) Percentage misclassified [(b+c) (a+b+c+d)] represents the proportion of people classified
differently on the self-report and the gold standard - in the example, percentage misclassified
= 24%.
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6) Percentage of those at risk missed represents the proportion of people truly "at risk",
according to the gold standard, who were not identified by self-report. This was calculated as
[c (a+c)] for risk behaviours such as smoking and as [b (b+d)] for preventive behaviours
such as pap testing - in the example, the percentage of those at-risk missed = 55%, meaning
that 55% of the women truly at-risk were not identified by self-report.

Table 3 summarises the accuracy data for each of the studies considered eligible for inclusion in
this stage of the review.
Insert Table 3 about here

The accuracy of self-reported health risk status varied from study to study and from behaviour to
behaviour. Overall, when investigating risk behaviours, such as smoking, between 7% and 22%
of "at-risk" individuals were not identified by self-report. When investigating screening histories
and risk factor status, the proportion of "at-risk" individuals not identified by self-report increased
to between 4% and 76%.

The Accuracy of Risk Factor Prevalences Derived from Self-Report
While acknowledging the existence of problems with assessing individuals' risk factor status,
some studies have claimed that self-report data can still provide accurate prevalence estimates of
the investigated risk factors at the community level53;57;95. Table 4 indicates the estimated
prevalence of risk factors based on the self-reported and the gold standard information.
Insert Table 4 about here
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As there were sufficient grounds to predict that self-reported risk factor prevalences would be less
than gold standard prevalences, one-tailed z tests were conducted to assess whether significant
differences existed between the prevalences estimated by self-report and by the corresponding
gold standards. As shown in Table 4, the prevalence of risk factors, according to the gold
standards, was significantly underestimated by self-report in the majority of cases. In only five
cases did the self-report prevalence estimate exceed the gold standard prevalence estimate: the
prevalence of smoking was overestimated by 2%75; need for a digital rectal exam by 3-13%98;
hypertension by 3-5%88;89; and elevated cholesterol by 8%88.

Therefore, on the whole,

considerable underestimations of risk factor prevalence would have occurred had estimates been
based solely on self-reported information. Of all the risk factors investigated, the self-reported
prevalence estimates for smoking were the most accurate. This is most likely due to the fact that
an individual's current smoking status is a relatively stable and concrete risk factor which requires
no recall of distant events and to the low “demand” setting in the studies reviewed.

Predictors of Inaccurate Self-Report
Of the 24 studies included in the latter stages of this review, 15 (63%) discussed predictors of
inaccurate self-report3;4;50;51;54;55;59;63;73;89;98;99;102;103;106. These findings are summarised in Table
5.
Insert Table 5 about here

A variety of variables were found to correlate, in a variety of directions, with self-report accuracy,
making it difficult to draw any solid conclusions. However, some trends did emerge. Gender and
education level were found to have little effect on accuracy3;86;89;102;103;106, while for studies
investigating weight, women tended to more consistently underestimate4;51;54;55;59;63 whereas men
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tended to be more inaccurate overall, but in both directions51;54;59. Being male and older were
characteristics frequently associated with increased inaccuracy in self-reported height4;50;51;54;55.
Increases in elapsed time from the date of screening also contributed to increased inaccuracy in
self-report89;99;103.

Predictors of Inaccurate Self-Report
Of the 24 studies included in the latter stages of this review, only 6 (25%) discussed predictors of
non-consent to validation4;60;75;99;104;106 finding quite different results.

These results are

summarised in Table 6.
Insert Table 6 about here

Discussion
With the exception of current smoking and diabetic status, this review found significant, and often
substantial, differences between community prevalences of health behaviours and risk factors
estimated from self-report data and from corresponding gold standard data. When assessing
individuals’ risk factor status, the proportion of individuals at-risk who would not have been
identified by their self-report data was of concern for all the behaviours explored and quite
substantial for many behaviours.

These findings have implications for public health research. At the individual level, for example,
only 40% – 79% of women’s claims to be adequately screened for cervical cancer could be
verified by the gold standard data. In other words, 21% - 60% of women claiming to be
adequately screened apparently were not. Therefore, where a population-based study, using
self-report data alone, reported that, say, 70% of women were adequately screened for cervical
cancer, using the above results to adjust this figure to compensate for the inaccuracy of selfreport would result in the prevalence of truly adequately-screened women dropping to only 28% 55%. This is quite a sizeable difference and would have quite different implications for public
health researchers than the 70% figure.
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Why is Self-Report Inaccurate?
The large variation in the accuracy of self-report in these studies could be due to a number of
factors. First, respondents may have trouble remembering exactly when they last engaged in a
specific behaviour.

For example, questions about screening history, which often require

respondents to recall events which may have occurred a number of years earlier, may be prone
to "telescoping error", whereby an event is recalled to have happened more recently than it
actually did126;127. This explanation is supported by the studies located which assessed the
accuracy of self-reported screening history3;40;99;102.

Second, respondents may lack the knowledge to accurately answer the questions posed. For
example, questions about screening history require the respondent to have knowledge of both the
screening test at issue and of whether or not they have undergone that test. For example, Pap
tests may be conducted, without the patient realising, as part of other gynaecological
investigations. Similarly, when asked their weight or height, someone who has not measured or
weighed themself for some time is forced to estimate. This has been suggested to explain the
preference shown for rounding-off self-reported weights and heights to the nearest five or ten
units55.

Third, poorly designed survey instruments could result in respondents not fully comprehending
the questions posed. For example, inadequate or confusing response options may leave
respondents unsure of how to answer questions.

Fourth, the demand characteristics inherent in the survey situation may result in respondents
being untruthful in an attempt to respond in a socially desirable manner. Such socially desirable
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responses have been widely demonstrated in many survey situations5;47-49;116. In an attempt to
minimise the impact of this factor, only studies involving relatively low demand situations were
included in this review. However, the current trend of public education programs about ways in
which people can reduce their risk of developing cancer and cardiovascular disease may be a
sufficient demand characteristic to reduce the accuracy of self-reported health status in these
areas. This has been described as the "tyranny of health promotion"128, whereby individuals who
engage in health risk behaviours or who do not engage in preventive health behaviours are made
to feel responsible for any subsequent disease, making them less likely to admit to being "at-risk".

Fifth, very few, if any, gold standards have 100% sensitivity and specificity, meaning that
measurement errors in the gold standards considered acceptable for this review are likely to
account for some of the discrepancies between the self-reported and the gold standard data.
However, given the restrictions placed on gold standards in this review, it is unlikely that such
measurement errors in the gold standards could account for the magnitude of the discrepancies
found.

Another potential source of error in the estimation of risk factor status and prevalence lies in the
potential differences between responders and non-responders and, in validation studies, between
respondents consenting to and not consenting to validation. Only a quarter of the reviewed
studies explored the predictors of non-consent to validation, finding rather contradictory results.
Therefore, as with the predictors of inaccurate self-report, it is difficult to draw any firm
conclusions. However, it is an area that warrants further investigation.
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Recommendations for the Future
This review has identified a number of deficits in self-reported health data which should be
addressed in future research. For studies estimating the prevalence of health risk factors in the
general population, it is recommended that self-report data should not be used as the only data
source.

Researchers should investigate alternative methods of estimating prevalences and,

where possible, utilise existing objective data sources. In Australia, for example, all medical
services provided by family physicians are uniquely coded and recorded on computer by a
government body called the Health Insurance Commission, as part of our Medicare billing
process. This database, which is quite separate from physicians’ own, usually paper-based,
patients’ records, can be accessed by researchers to provide aggregate data on specific health
services, such as pap tests conducted, for specified regions.

Of course, safeguards are

employed to ensure that both individual patients' and individual physicians' confidentiality is
preserved. Many government bodies have similar types of databases accessible to researchers
in similar ways.

Relying on existing government databases becomes more difficult when researchers are
interested in exploring predictors of increased risk factor status or trying to identify individuals
considered "at-risk". This is difficult as few of the databases contain much information on
individuals' demographic or other characteristics. However, this problem could possibly be
overcome by conducting surveys to obtain the necessary additional information and asking
respondents for written, informed consent to access their existing medical or pathology records.
Although this would undoubtedly extend the time taken to collect data, the improvement in data
quality may be worth it.
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Where no alternatives to self-report data exist, it is strongly recommended that researchers
explore the existing literature for previous studies which have investigated the accuracy of selfreport for the risk factors of interest, consider factors which may affect the accuracy of
respondents' self-report and employ strategies which have been shown to maximise the accuracy
of self-reported information. These strategies include ensuring that respondents fully understand
the questions posed126;127; phrasing questions in such a way as to minimise socially desirable
responses5;47-49;116; using bounded recall to improve respondents' recall of more temporallydistant events126;127; encouraging respondents to provide exact rather than rounded-off answers
to questions regarding continuous variables, such as weight and height129; ensuring the questions
have clear, exhaustive, mutually exclusive response options which assess the behaviour of
interest126;127; and employing "bogus pipeline" techniques whereby respondents are deceived,
prior to answering, into believing that their self-reported response to some behavioural question
will be objectively verified130-134. The latter technique may prove one of the most effective as it
has been found to produce higher, and presumably more accurate, self-reported estimates of
smoking status131-134 and alcohol intake130;132;133. Although limited to risk factors accessible to
some form of objective assessment, one could certainly envisage this technique being applied in
the field of dietary intake and energy expenditure.

In addition, when employing self-reported health information, it is strongly recommended that
researchers routinely report on the data collection methods employed, highlighting why it was
necessary to use self-report, the steps taken to maximise self-report accuracy and the
adjustments made to compensate for the inaccuracies or an indication of how inaccuracy is likely
to have affected the data collected.
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Wherever possible, researchers using self-reported health information should include validation
sub-studies. Not only would this allow the researcher to adjust their overall findings to account for
the degree of inaccuracy found in the sub-study, it would also provide invaluable reference data
for future researchers whose budget or target group prohibited validation studies or the use of
objective data sources. Therefore, researchers conducting any type of self-report validation study
should be encouraged to routinely report on the adequacy of the gold standard employed, the
rate of consent to validation, predictors of consent to validation and, where appropriate, the time
lag from self-report to validation.

Following on from this point, a valuable direction for future research into the accuracy of selfreported health information would be to conduct large-scale health risk factors validation studies
among the general population. Such studies could provide data for use in the development of
age- and gender-specific correction factors to be applied to self-reported continuous variables
such as height, weight and recency of screening tests. Although adequate gold standards do not
exist for all risk factors, such data available for pap tests could be used to give a general guide to
"telescoping" errors when reporting the recency of screening tests.

Finally, other areas where further research could improve the quality of research in the field of
health promotion include more research into ways to maximise the accuracy of self-report, more
research into alternative, creative methods of assessing risk factor status and more research into
additional valid and reliable gold standards against which to evaluate the accuracy of self-report.
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Conclusions
This review casts serious doubts on the wisdom of relying exclusively on self-reported health
information and concludes that caution should be exercised both when trying to identify "at-risk"
individuals and when estimating the prevalence of risk factors in the general population. In
summary, this review has suggested a number of ways in which the accuracy of individuals' selfreported health information can be maximised but strongly recommends the use of validation
techniques wherever possible, as well as the use of objective data wherever possible for
determining community prevalence estimates. Furthermore, it stresses the need for further
research to allow the calculation of correction factors for community-based prevalence estimates,
to work towards the development of more valid and reliable gold standards and to develop more
standard ways of investigating and reporting studies assessing the accuracy of self-reported
health information.
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Table 1:

The acceptability, by risk factor, of the gold standards used in the studies
located.

Risk factor

Acceptable gold standards

Smoking status

* Cotinine

Unacceptable gold standards
* Thiocyanate

* Carbon Monoxide
Cancer screens & family history

* Pathology laboratory records

* Physicians' records

* Radiology centre records
* Health insurance records
Height, weight & BMI

* Measurements

Alcohol intake

* Breathalyser

Physical activity

___
* Interview

___

* Harvard Alumni Activity Scale
* Prospective diary
* Pool attendance records

Blood pressure & hypertension

* Measurements

Nevi

* Physician examination

Diet

___

* Physicians' records
___
* Diary

Diabetes

* Measurements

___

Cholesterol level &

* Measurements

___

hypercholesterolemia
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Table 2:

Performance on the inclusion criteria of studies of self-report accuracy, published 1983 - 1997.

Study

Risk factor(s) investigated

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

Kornitzer et al. (1983)72

Smoking

X

N/R



N/R

No

Fortmann et al. (1984)76

Smoking









Yes

Haddow et al.(1986)81

Smoking



N/R





No

Pierce et al. (1987)75

Smoking









Yes

Coultas et al. (1988)74

Smoking

X







No

Slattery et al. (1989)80

Smoking



N/R

X



No

Van Vanukis et al. (1989)79

Smoking



N/R





No

Wagenknecht et al. (1992)73

Smoking









Yes

Suadicani et al. (1994)77

Smoking









Yes

Wills et al. (1997)78

Smoking





X



No
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Study

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Risk factor(s) investigated

Smoking, hypertension, blood pressure, diabetes, cholesterol level,

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

















Yes

Yes

hypercholesterolemia, weight, height & body mass index (BMI)
Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Smoking, BMI, hypertension, diabetes,hypercholesterolemia, uncontrolled
hypertension

Robinson et al. (1997)88

Hypertension, diabetes, cholesterolemia









Yes

Ford et al. (1990)91

Hypertension



N/R



N/R

No

Giles et al. (1995)87

Hypertension



X





No

Horwitz et al. (1996)90

Hypertension

X



X

N/A

No

Vargas et al. (1997)89

Hypertension









Yes

Jalkanen et al. (1987)54

Weight









Yes

Stevens et al (1990)65

Weight

X







No

Schmidt et al. (1993)59

Weight









Yes
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Study

Risk factor(s) investigated

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

Le Marchand et al. (1988)57

Weight & height





X

X

No

Stewart et al. (1987)50

Weight, height & BMI









Yes

Kuskowska-Wolk et al. (1989)58

Weight, height & BMI









Rowland (1990)55

Weight, height & BMI









Lackland et al. (1990)52

Weight, height & BMI



N/R



N/R

No

Kuskowska-Wolk et al. (1991)56

Weight, height & BMI







X

No

Tienboon et al. (1992)53

Weight, height & BMI



N/R





No

Waters (1993)51

Weight, height & BMI









Yes

Roberts (1995)61

Weight, height & BMI



X



X

No

Weaver et al. (1996)62

Weight , height, body circumferences of waist, hip & bust

X



X

N/R

No

Kushi et al. (1988)66

Body fat distribution



N/R

X

X

No

Hall et al. (1989)63

Body fat distribution, prescence of central fat pattern (waist :hip ratio)









Yes

Yes
Yes
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Risk factor(s) investigated

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

Freudenheim et al. (1991)64

Body fat distribution





X



No

Meier et al. (1987)67

Alcohol intake





X



No

Cutler et al. (1988)68

Alcohol intake

X





N/R

No

Duckert et al. (1992)71

Alcohol intake

X

N/R

X



No

Hoyer et al. (1995)69

Alcohol intake

X





N/A

No

Gronbaek et al. (1996)70

Alcohol intake

X

N/R





No

Chase et al. (1984)84

Physical activity

X





N/A

No

Washburn et al. (1990)2

Physical activity

X







No

Smith et al. (1991)82

Physical activity

X







No

Arroll et al. (1991)83

Physical activity

X

X

X

X

No

Cousins et al. (1997)85

Physical activity

X

N/R



N/A

No

De Vries et al. (1994)94

Diet, energy intake

X





X

No
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Risk factor(s) investigated

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

Tsubono et al. (1994)106

Gastric photofluorographic screening (for stomach cancer)







N/A

Yes

Coulter et al. (1987)95

Pap screening

X



X

N/A

No

Walter et al. (1988)97

Pap screening

X





N/A

No

Sawyer et al. (1989)96

Pap screening

X

N/R

X

N/A

No

Bowman et al.(1991)39

Pap screening





X

N/A

No

Fruchter et al. (1992)40

Pap screening







N/A

Yes

Bowman et al. (1997)99

Pap screening







N/A

Yes

Degnan et al. (1992)102

Mammography screening







N/A

Yes

Fulton-Kehoe et al. (1992)105

Mammography screening

X



X

N/A

No

Crane et al. (1996)104

Mammography screening







N/A

Yes

Zapka et al. (1996) 103

Mammography screening







N/A

Yes

Suarez et al. (1995)100

Pap and mammography screening

X





N/A

No
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Risk factor(s) investigated

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

Paskett et al. (1996)101

Pap and mammography screening

X





N/A

No

Gordon et al. (1993)3

Pap, mammography, clinical breast exam, sigmoidoscopy, faecal occult blood







N/A

Yes







N/A

Yes







N/A

Yes

test & digital rectal exam screening

(not breast &
rectal exam)

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Mammography, clinical breast exam, pap smear, sigmoidoscopy, fecal occult
blood test,digital rectal exam

Brown et al. (1992)86

Blood pressure, mammography and digital rectal exam screening

(mamm only)
Little et al. (1995)93

Body mole counts





X



No

Titus-Ernstoff et al. (1996)92

Nevi counts







X

No

Silberberg et al. (1994)108

Family history of heart disease and cancer

X

N/R

X

N/A

No

Aitken et al. (1995)109

Family history of colorectal cancer

X



X

N/A

No

Parent (1995)107

Family history of breast cancer

X

N/R

X

N/A

No
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Kerber et al. (1997)110

Risk factor(s) investigated

Family history of cancer

N/R This information was not reported & the reader was not referred to another source to find it.
N/A This criteria was not applicable to the behaviour being investigated.

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

1 month

Study

gold

consent to

sample

self-report to

included?

standard?

validation?

size?

validation?

X

N/R

X

N/A

No
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Table 3:

The accuracy of self-reported health risk status.

Study, by risk factor

Sample and survey method*

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Smoking status
Fortmann et al. (1984)76

Pierce et al. (1987)75

1,279 people aged 18-74: FS +

Smoke > 9 cigarettes a day &

PE

had a cigarette in last 48 hours

1,172 people aged 15+: DS

Regularly smoke & smoked in

Exhaled CO > 8ppm

91%

99%

97%

96%

4%

9%

SC > 250 nmol/L

93%

94%

88%

96%

7%

7%

SeC >14ng/ml

91%

98%

95%

96%

4%

9%

↵ 78%

97%

89%

92%

-

22%

ℵ 86%

96%

90%

95%

-

14%

TS 82%

96%

89%

94%

-

18%

FS 87%

95%

86%

95%

-

13%

95%

100%

-

-

-

5%

last 24 hours
Wagenknecht et al. (1992)73

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

4,984 people aged 18-30:TS

Current smoker of >5 cigarettes

+PE

per week

596 people aged 20-69: TS+PE

Current smoker & > 100

Exhaled CO > 8ppm

cigarettes ever
Bowlin et al. (1996)60

628 people aged 20-69:

Current smoker

Exhaled CO > 8ppm

TS+FS+PE.
Suadicani et al. (1994)77

2,833 ↵ aged 53-75: FS+PE

Current smoker

SeC >100ng/ml
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Sample and survey method*

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Weight
Jalkanen et al. (1987)54

11,880 people aged 30-64:

Weight in light clothing

MS+PE

Measured weight in light

↵ underestimated by an average 0.4kg

-

clothing
ℵ underestimated by an average 0.6kg

Stewart et al. (1987)50

1,598 people aged 35-65: DS

Weight in light clothes

Measured weight in light

↵ & ℵ underestimated by an average 0.6kg

-

↵ underestimated by an average 0.5kg

-

clothes
Kuskowska-Wolk et al. (1989)58

301 people aged 16+: FS+PE

Weight

Measured weight in light
underwear

ℵunderestimated by an average 0.6kg
Rowland et al. (1990)55

11,284 people aged 20-74:

Weight without clothes & shoes

DS+PE

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

See above

Measured weight in paper
suit & foam slippers

Weight without shoes

Measured weight in street
clothes, without shoes

Waters (1993)51

6,898 people aged 20-69: PE

Weight without clothes & shoes

Measured weight in light
clothes (- 1kg for clothing)

↵ overestimated by an average 0.4kg

-

ℵ underestimated by an average 1.0kg
↵ underestimated by an average 1.4kg

-

ℵ underestimated by an average 2.9kg
↵ underestimated by an average 0.2kg
ℵ underestimated by an average 0.4kg

-
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Study, by risk factor

Schmidt et al. (1993)59

Sample and survey method*

659 people aged 15-64: DS + PE

Self-report measure

Weight

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

Measured weight in light

↵ overestimated by an average 0.3kg

clothing & without shoes

ℵ underestimated by an average 0.3kg

Measured height without

↵ overestimated by an average 2.1cm

shoes

ℵ overestimated by an average 1.6cm

Measured height without

↵ overestimated by an average 0.9cm

shoes

ℵ overestimated by an average 1.9cm

Measured height in foam

↵ overestimated by an average 1.4cm

slippers

ℵ overestimated by an average 0.6cm

Measured height without

↵ overestimated by an average 2.7cm

shoes

ℵ overestimated by an average 1.7cm

Measured height without

↵ overestimated by an average 1.1cm

shoes

ℵ overestimated by an average 0.5cm

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

-

Height
Stewart et al. (1987)50

Kuskowska-Wolk et al. (1989)58

Rowland (1990)55

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Waters (1993)51

See above

See above

See above

See above

See above

Height without shoes

Height

Height without shoes

Height without shoes

Height without shoes

-

-

-

-

-
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Study, by risk factor

Sample and survey method*

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Body Mass Index (BMI)
Stewart et al. (1987)50

See above

BMI >25 from S/R weight &

Measured BMI >25

76%

95%

95%

78%

15%

24%

BMI >25.0(↵), >23.8(ℵ)from

Measured BMI >25.0(↵),

80%

96%

94%

83%

12%

20%

weight & height

>23.8(ℵ)

BMI >27.8(↵), >27.3(ℵ) from

Measured BMI >27.8(↵),

29% of O/W ↵ underestimated weight by >2.3kg,

S/R weight & height

>27.3(ℵ)

10% by >4.5kg; 43% of O/W ℵ underestimated by

height
Kuskowska-Wolk et al. (1989)58

Rowland et al.(1990)55

See above

See above

-

>2.3kg, 23% by >4.5kg
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

See above

BMI 27.5 from S/R weight &

Measured BMI 27.5

height
Waters et al. (1993)51

See above

BMI >25 from S/R weight &

Measured BMI >25

height
Bowlin et al. (1996)60

See above

BMI 27.5 from S/R weight &
height

Measured BMI > 27.5

↵ 77%

99%

99%

85%

-

23%

ℵ 72%

99%

99%

86%

-

28%

↵ 83%

94%

94%

83%

12%

17%

ℵ 84%

97%

94%

92%

7%

16%

TS 74%

99%

99%

94%

-

26%

FS 84%

99%

99%

95%

-

16%
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Sample and survey method*

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Body Fat Distribution
Hall et al. (1989)63

200 people aged 30-85: FS + PE

S/R hip & waist measurement

Measured hip & waist.

↵ 64%

87%

-

-

-

36%

ℵ 63%

87%

-

-

-

37%

Blood Pressure
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

See above

Most recent BP reading

Measured BP

↵ & ℵ underestimated systolic & diastolic BP by

-

average 1 mmHg , younger people overestimated
and older ones underestimated
Hypertension
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

See above

Been told had high BP once or

Measured BP >140/90

↵ 40%

87%

53%

79%

-

60%

currently on medication for high

mmHg

ℵ 46%

87%

56%

82%

-

54%

Measured BP >140/90

TS 57%

82%

54%

84%

-

43%

mmHg

FS 60%

83%

56%

5%

-

40%

Measured BP >140/90

TS 91%

11%

42%

62%

-

9%

mmHg

FS 88%

13%

44%

58%

-

12%

71%

90%

72%

89%

-

29%

BP
Bowlin et al. (1996) 60

Bowlin et al. (1996) 60

Vargas et al. (1997)89

See above

See above

8409 people: FS + PE

S/R of controlled hypertension

S/R of uncontrolled hypertension

Ever diagnosed with

Measured BP >140/90

hypertension

mmHg
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Robinson et al. (1997)88

Sample and survey method*

2728 people aged 18-74:

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Been told had high BP

HIR - had in last 3 years

78%

86%

63%

93%

-

22%

Ever told have diabetes

Measured fasting serum

↵ 68%

98%

44%

99%

-

32%

glucose > 140 mg/dl

ℵ 80%

98%

50%

99%

-

20%

Fasting serum glucose >140

TS 75%

98%

48%

99%

-

25%

mg/dl

FS 75%

98%

44%

99%

-

25%

72%

98%

76%

98%

-

28%

interviewed
Diabetes
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Robinson et al. (1997)88

See above

See above

S/R diabetes status

See above

Been told have diabetes

HIR – in last 3 years

See above

S/R blood cholesterol level

Measured fasting serum

↵ underestimated by an average 3 mg/dl

cholesterol

ℵ underestimated by an average 1 mg/dl

Cholesterol level
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Robinson et al. (1997)88

See above

Been told have high cholesterol

HIR - in last 3 years

See above

Ever told have high cholesterol

79%

90%

32%

99%

-

21%

Measured fasting serum

↵ 41%

75%

65%

53%

-

59%

cholesterol > 200 mg/dl

ℵ 47%

88%

85%

52%

-

53%

Measured fasting serum

TS 47%

80%

77%

52%

-

53%

cholesterol >200 mg/dl

FS 51%

83%

81%

52%

Hypercholesterolemia
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

See above

S/R cholesterol level

49%
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Sample and survey method*

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Pap testing
Fruchter et al. (1992)40

306 ℵ: FS

No. yrs since & approx date of

PLR - ever had

98%

39%

79%

92%

19%

61%

last
Gordon et al. (1993)3

431 ℵ aged 40-74: MS or TS

If had & no. yrs since last

HIR - had in last 2 years

97%

35%

78%

84%

23%

65%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

401 Hispanic ℵ: TS

If had & no. had in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

85%

40%

-

-

-

60%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

290 non-Hispanic white ℵ: TS

If had & no. had in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

90%

37%

-

-

-

63%

Bowman et al.(1997)99

455 ℵ aged 18-70: DS

If had & no. had in last 1-4 yrs or

PLR - had in last 1,2,3 or 4

1yr 89%

64%

40%

95%

-

36%

ever

years

2yr 97%

49%

52%

97%

-

51%

3yr 96%

42%

61%

92%

23%

58%

4yr 96%

38%

63%

89%

-

62%

92%

85%

79%

95%

12%

15%

Mammographic Screening
Brown et al. (1992)86

189 ℵ aged 17-79: TS

If had at initial visit to health

RCR - had at initial visit (1-3

centre

months prior)

Degnan et al. (1992)102

456 ℵ aged 50-74: TS

No. yrs since last

RCR - had in last 2 years

99%

80%

86%

99%

9%

20%

Gordon et al. (1993)3

See above

If had & no. yrs since last

HIR - had in last 2 years

98%

51%

81%

94%

16%

49%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

401 Hispanic ℵ: TS

If had in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

81%

63%

-

-

-

37%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

290 non-Hispanic white ℵ: TS

If had in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

92%

50%

-

-

-

50%
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Zapka et al. (1996)103

Crane et al. (1996)104

Sample and survey method*

392 ℵ aged 50-74: TS or MS

576 ℵ aged 50+: FS

Self-report measure

Gold standard measure**

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

Month & year of most recent

RCR - month & year of most

-

screen

recent screen

S/R date of last mammogram

RCR – had in last 19 months

82%

-

-

-

-

26%

Frequency of attendence at

Attendance & diagnosis

100%

76%

88%

100%

9%

24%

annual screens

records at screening centre

SR to V : exact 31%; +/-3 months 54%;
: +/-12 months 83%; incomplete date 15%

Gastric photofluorographic screening (for stomach cancer)
Tsubono et al. (1994)106

307 people aged 45-64: MS

Sigmoidoscopy
Gordon et al. (1993)3

779 people aged 40-74: MS/TS

If had & no. years since last

HIR - had in last 2 years

79%

87%

40%

98%

13%

13%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

815 Hispanic people aged 35-74:

If & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

ℵ 100%

96%

-

-

-

4%

↵ 40%

92%

-

-

-

8%

ℵ 33%

94%

-

-

-

6%

↵ 50%

94%

-

-

-

6%

TS
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

483 non-Hispanic whites aged

If & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

35-74: TS
Fecal Occult Blood Test
Gordon et al. (1993)3

See above

If had & no. yrs since last

HIR - had in last 2 years

92%

71%

66%

93%

21%

29%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

815 Hispanic people aged 35-74:

If & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

ℵ 53%

82%

-

-

-

18%

↵ 62%

81%

-

-

-

19%

TS
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Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Sample and survey method*

483 non-Hispanic whites aged

Self-report measure

If & no. in last 2 yrs

Gold standard measure**

HIR - had in last 2 years

35-74: TS

SE1

SP1

PPV1

NPV1

% mis-

% at risk

class

missed

ℵ 68%

83%

-

-

-

17%

↵ 63%

76%

-

-

-

24%

ℵ 48%

66%

-

-

-

34%

↵ 63%

72%

-

-

-

28%

ℵ 66%

69%

-

-

-

31%

↵ 69%

66%

-

-

-

34%

Digital Rectal Examination
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

815 Hispanic people aged 35-74:

If & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

TS
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

483 non-Hispanic whites aged

If & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

35-74: TS
Clinical Breast Examination
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

401 Hispanic ℵ: TS

If had & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

87%

34%

-

-

-

66%

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

290 non-Hispanic white ℵ: TS

If had & no. in last 2 yrs

HIR - had in last 2 years

92%

24%

-

-

-

76%

* Survey method: DS = door-to-door survey; TS = telephone survey; MS = mailout survey; FS = field survey; PE = physical examination.
** Gold standard: SC = salivary cotinine; SeC = serum cotinine; CO = carbon monoxide; BMI = body mass index; HIR = health insurance records; PLR = pathology laboratory records; RCR =
radiology centre records.
1 SE = sensitivity; SP = specificity; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value.
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Table 4:

Estimated risk factor prevalence by self-report (SR) and gold standard (GS)
Prevalence

Study, by Risk Factor

Sample

N

SR

GS

Z test

Fortmann et al. (1984)76

↵&ℵ

1,279

30%

33%

NS

Pierce et al. (1987)75

↵&ℵ

975

36%

34%

NS

Wagenknecht et al.

↵&ℵ

4,984

31%

32%

NS

Smoking

(1992)73
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

↵

254

22%

28%

NS

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

ℵ

342

26%

30%

NS

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

↵ & ℵ - phone survey

628

25%

29%

NS

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

↵ & ℵ - field survey

628

27%

30%

NS

1,474

42%

53%

p<0.0001

Overweight, by body mass index (BMI)
Stewart et al. (1987)50

↵ & ℵ - BMI>25

Kuskowska-

ℵ - BMI>23.9

182

43%

52%

p<0.05

Wolk et al. (1989)58

↵ - BMI>25

119

39%

45%

NS

Waters (1993)51

↵ - BMI>25

3,587

47%

53%

p<0.0001

ℵ - BMI>25

3,311

30%

34%

p<0.0005

Schmidt et al. (1993)59

↵ & ℵ - BMI>25

659

37%

39%

NS

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

↵ - BMI>27.5

270

34%

44%

p<0.01

ℵ - BMI>27.5

333

26%

36%

p<0.005

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

↵ & ℵ - BMI>27.5 – phone survey

628

30%

40%

p<0.0005

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

↵ & ℵ - BMI>27.5 – field survey

628

34%

40%

p<0.0005

↵&ℵ

200

17%

26%

p<0.05

High abdominal fat ratio
Hall et al. (1989)63
Hypertension (H)
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Sample

N

SR

GS

Z test

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

↵

280

21%

37%

p<0.0001

ℵ

342

22%

36%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - controlled H – phone survey

628

29%

40%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - controlled H – field survey

628

29%

40%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - uncontrolled H – phone survey

628

10%

58%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - uncontrolled H – field survey

628

13%

56%

p<0.0001

Robinson et al. (1997)88

↵&ℵ

2651

29%

24%

p<0.0001

Vargas et al. (1997)89

ℵ

4415

28%

25%

p<0.0001

↵

3994

25%

29%

p<0.0001

↵

280

3%

4%

NS

ℵ

344

5%

5%

NS

↵ & ℵ - phone survey

628

4%

5%

NS

↵ & ℵ - field survey

628

4%

5%

NS

↵&ℵ

2651

7%

7%

NS

↵

153

33%

65%

p<0.0001

ℵ

183

33%

66%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - phone survey

628

36%

66%

p<0.0001

↵ & ℵ - field survey

628

37%

65%

p<0.0001

↵&ℵ

2651

14%

6%

p<0.0001

Fruchter et al. (1992)40

ℵ - never had one

189

13%

30%

p<0.0001

Gordon et al. (1993)3

ℵ - not in last 2 years

352

12%

30%

p<0.0001

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Diabetes
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Robinson et al. (1997)88
Hypercholesterolemia
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Robinson et al. (1997)88
Inadequate Pap testing
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Prevalence
Study, by Risk Factor

Sample

N

SR

GS

Z test

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Hispanic ℵ aged 35-74 - not in last 2 years

398

26%

46%

p<0.0001

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 35-74 - not in

288

22%

41%

p<0.0001

455

51%

66%

p<0.0001

last 2 years
Bowman et al. (1997)99

ℵ - not in last 3 yrs

Inadequate mammographic screening
Brown et al. (1992)86

ℵ - not in last 3 months

189

57%

63%

NS

Degnan et al. (1992)102

ℵ - not in last year

456

46%

64%

p<0.0001

ℵ - not in last 2 years

456

37%

46%

p<0.005

Gordon et al. (1993)3

ℵ - not in last 2 years

386

22%

36%

p<0.0001

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Hispanic ℵ aged 40-49 - not in last 2 years

120

43%

55%

NS

Hispanic ℵ aged 50-74 - not in last 2 years

180

30%

46%

p<0.005

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 40-49 - not in

108

28%

57%

p<0.0001

129

18%

30%

p<0.05

576

56%

64%

p<0.01

337

28%

36%

p<0.05

last 2 years
non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 50-74 - not in
last 2 years
Crane et al. (1996)104

ℵ - not in last 19 months

No gastric photofluorographic screening in last 5 years (for stomach cancer)
Tsubono et al. (1994)106

↵&ℵ

No sigmoidoscopic screening in last 2 years
Gordon et al. (1993)3

↵&ℵ

672

81%

91%

p<0.0001

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 50-74

128

88%

97%

p<0.01

Hispanic ℵ aged 50-74

177

93%

99%

p<0.01

non-Hispanic white ↵ aged 50-74

99

87%

93%

NS

Hispanic ↵ aged 50-74

215

85%

98%

p<0.0001
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Prevalence
Study, by Risk Factor

Sample

N

SR

GS

Z test

No fecal occult blood test in last 2 years
Gordon et al. (1993)3

↵&ℵ

601

46%

61%

p<0.0001

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 50-74

126

53%

57%

NS

Hispanic ℵ aged 50-74

179

58%

65%

NS

non-Hispanic white ↵ aged 50-74

106

55%

65%

NS

Hispanic ↵ aged 50-74

218

57%

71%

p<0.005

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 40-74

232

49%

46%

NS

Hispanic ℵ aged 40-74

298

56%

49%

NS

non-Hispanic white ↵ aged 40-74

158

53%

72%

p<0.0005

Hispanic ↵ aged 40-74

330

60%

77%

p<0.0001

non-Hispanic white ℵ aged 40-74

233

13%

2%

p<0.0001

Hispanic ℵ aged 40-74

297

22%

37%

p<0.0001

No digital rectal examination in last 2 years
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

No clinical breast examination in last 2 years
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Notes: ↵ = male, ℵ = female
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Table 5:

Predictors of inaccurate self-report.

Study, by risk factor

Predictors of inaccurate self-report

Factors not affecting
accuracy

Smoking status
Wagenknecht et al. (1992)73

Being black, less educated or a self-reported ex-

Gender

smoker
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

-

Being male, aged 30-39 (↵ only) or 20-29 (ℵ only)

Weight
Being older, heavier, overweight, male, lower annual

Urban or rural residence,

family income (↵ only), higher annual family income

weight loss attempts in last 6

(ℵ only) or more educated (ℵ only)

months

Stewart et al. (1987)50

Being heavier

Age

Kuskowska-

Being younger (ℵ only), underweight or overweight

-

Being ℵ, overweight, aged 20-34, more educated (ℵ

-

Jalkanen et al. (1987)54

Wolk et al. (1989)58
Rowland (1990)55

only) or rounding off (ℵ only)
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Being female or younger

-

Waters (1993)51

Being male or aged 35-39 (ℵ only)

-

Schmidt et al. (1993)59

Being taller or older. ↵ more likely to overestimate, ℵ

Race, education

more likely to underestimate

Height
Stewart et al. (1987)50

Being male or older

-

Kuskowska-

Being female, older (ℵ only) or overweight (↵ only)

-

Being older, ↵, underweight (↵ only), or shorter &

-

Wolk et al. (1989)58
Rowland (1990)55

overweight
Waters (1993)51

Being male or older

-
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Study, by risk factor

Predictors of inaccurate self-report

Factors not affecting
accuracy

Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Being male or older

-

Being ℵ and larger

-

Younger people tend to underestimate & older ones to

-

Body fat distribution
Hall et al. (1989)63

Blood pressure level
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

overestimate

Hypertension status
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Being older

Gender

Vargas et al. (1997)89

No recent doctor’s visit, being male or not being

Education

overweight

Diabetes status
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

-

Gender, age

Cholesterol level
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Some age groups over-estimated, others

Gender

underestimated

Hypercholesterolemia status
Bowlin et al. (1993)4

Being older

Gender

Fruchter et al. (1992)40

Longer time since last pap test

Age, birthplace

Gordon et al. (1993)3

Being older or less educated

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Being non-Hispanic white

Gender

Bowman et al. (1997)99

Uncertainty about recency of last test

Perceived severity of cervical

Pap testing recency

-

cancer, many demographic
variables
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Study, by risk factor

Predictors of inaccurate self-report

Factors not affecting
accuracy

Mammographic screening recency
Brown et al. (1992)86

Being older

Degnan et al. (1992)102

Gender, time since visit
-

Age, education, employment,
income

Gordon et al. (1993)3

-

Age, education

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

-

Gender, ethnicity

Zapka et al. (1996)103

Longer time since last mammogram, being Hispanic or

Age, education, income

black

Gastric photofluorographic screening recency
Tsubono et al. (1994)106

Having a history of stomach cancer

Age, gender, education,
occupation

Sigmoidoscopic screening recency
Gordon et al. (1993)3

Being older

Gender, education
-

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Gender, ethnicity

Fecal occult blood testing recency
Gordon et al. (1993)3

Being older

Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Gender, education
-

Gender, ethnicity

-

Gender, ethnicity

Digital rectal examination recency
Hiatt et al. (1995)98

Notes: ↵ = male, ℵ = female
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Table 6:

Characteristics predictive of non-consent to validation.

Study
Pierce et al. (1987)75

Risk factor
Smoking

Characteristics predictive of non-consent
Being female, aged over 65 or being a self-reported
non-smoker

Bowlin et al.(1993)4

Smoking, hypertension, diabetes,

Being less educated, not married or having no self-

cholesterol level, weight, height, BMI

reported history of cardiovascular problems

Tsubono et al.(1994)106

Stomach cancer screen

Being male or younger

Bowlin et al. (1996)60

Smoking, BMI, hypertension,

Being less educated, not married or being a self-

diabetes, hypercholesterolemia

reported current smoker.

Mammography screening

Not being Hispanic, being born outside the United

Crane et al. (1996)104

States and self-reported non-compliance with a
mammogram referral.
Bowman et al. (1997)99

Pap testing

Being less educated or of lower occupational status
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Figure 1:

A hypothetical data set for the calculation of accuracy data

Had a pap test in

Gold Standard (Pathology Laboratory Records)

the last 2 years?

Selfreport

Yes

No

Total

Yes

168

(a)

66

(b)

234

(a+b)

No

4

(c)

54

(d)

58

(c+d)

Total

172

120 (b+d)

292

(a+b+c+d)

data
(a+c)

